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Abstract. We describe the Cetus compiler infrastructure and its use in a number of transformation tasks for multicore architectures. The original intent of Cetus was to serve as a parallelizing compiler. In addition, the infrastructure has been used to build translators for programs written in the OpenMP directive language to be compiled onto multicore architectures. They include a direct OpenMP translator for current multicores, an OpenMP to MPI translator for many-cores exhibiting disjoint address spaces, and a translator for OpenMP onto GPU architectures. We are also building autotuning capabilities into Cetus, which can defer compile-time optimization decisions to runtime. This feature is especially important for heterogeneous multicore architectures. We will describe the organization of the Cetus infrastructure and present preliminary results of several application projects.

1 Introduction

Cetus is a source-to-source restructuring compiler infrastructure for C programs, and is a follow-on project to the Polaris Fortran translator [1, 2]. The driving motivation was the need for a source-level compiler infrastructure that facilitates advanced optimizations for parallel programs written in C. Cetus has already been used for a number of applications, several of which we will describe.

Cetus had originally been created in a Purdue advanced compiler class project and has evolved into a fairly robust infrastructure. At first, the manpower behind the Cetus development was all “volunteer work” by several dedicated graduate students. Recently, the project has obtained funding from the U.S. National Science Foundation to become a community resource. This grant allows us to improve the robustness of Cetus, respond to user requests, and add new features.

Cetus is already in use by a number of research groups in the U.S. and worldwide [3–6]. Increasing the user community is one goal of this paper. To this end, this paper describes the Cetus Community Portal in Section 2, the Cetus internal organization in Section 3, current analysis and transformation capabilities in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, and applications projects in Section 6.
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Cetus is being used and extended in ways beyond those described in this paper. Notably, in ongoing work we are adding passes for improved alias and data-dependence analysis as well as additional parallelizing transformations. Other projects extend Cetus to related languages, such as C++ and Java, and dialects, such as C for GPUs.

2 Cetus Community Portal

Developing a dependable community support system and reaching out to Cetus users is one of our primary goals. As we continue to build more functionality, it is crucial to be able to cater to the needs of our users and influence our development with their feedback. The Community Portal at http://cetus.ecn.purdue.edu serves that purpose. The Cetus infrastructure is available for download at this portal.

2.1 Documentation

The website provides easy access to documentation in order to assist with the process of installing and running the Cetus compiler. This documentation includes the Cetus Compiler manual, which provides sections on the Cetus architecture as well as important information to help pass writers with incorporating new analysis and transformation passes using the existing Cetus API. Sections on existing analysis and transformation passes are under development. The Cetus API is made available in Javadoc format via the website as well.

2.2 Download

The latest version can be downloaded at the same website. Cetus downloads are maintained under the Artistic License, details of which can be found on the website.

2.3 Community Support

We have now incorporated a strong user feedback system within the Cetus website to additionally help us with answering questions from users and dealing with the issues they encounter as they continue to use our framework to meet their needs.

Bugzilla: The website supports Bugzilla v3.0.1. This is a utility that allows users to submit bugs reports. Users can also inform the Cetus team about issues they have come across while using the compiler, to see the progress related to bugs submitted and to receive feedback when the bugs have been fixed. This allows us to interact with our customer base while developing the infrastructure with the right needs in mind and to involve users in the development process of Cetus.
Mailing List: A Cetus-users mailing list can now be used to discuss ideas, new functionality and research related to Cetus that would benefit the entire research community as well as the users of Cetus. This can be considered as a robust means of information exchange that would help incorporate new ideas into Cetus.

3 Cetus Organization and Internal Representation

3.1 Cetus Class Hierarchy

Cetus' internal program representation (IR) is implemented in the form of a Java class hierarchy. There is complete data abstraction, with pass writers only manipulating the IR through access functions. An early version of this class hierarchy was described in [7]. We briefly mention a few changes with respect to this version.

- **Symbol table**: Cetus’ symbol table functionality provides information about identifiers and data types. Its implementation makes direct use of the information stored in declaration statements stored in the IR. There is no separate and redundant symbol table storage.

- **Traversable objects**: All Cetus IR objects are derived from a base class “Traversable”. This class provides the functionality to iterate over lists of objects in a generic way.

- **Annotations**: Comments, pragmas, directives, and other types of auxiliary information about IR objects can be stored in *annotation objects*. They take the form of declarations. An annotation may be associated with a statement (e.g., info about an OpenMP directive belonging to a *for* statement) or may stand independently (e.g., a comment line).

- **Printing**: The printing functions have been extended to allow for flexible rendering of the IR classes.

3.2 Symbolic Manipulation

Like its predecessor Polaris [1, 2], a key feature of Cetus is the ability to reason about the represented program in symbolic terms. For example, compiler analyses and optimizations at the source level often require the expressions in the program to be in a simplified form. A specific example is data dependence analysis that collects the coefficients of affine subscript expressions, which are passed to the underlying data dependence test package. Cetus has functionalities that ease the manipulation of expressions for pass writers. These utilities simplify and normalize a given expression. The following examples show the features of the simplification utility. In addition, Cetus provides basic arithmetical operations (add, multiply, subtract, and divide) between symbolic expressions.

While most current Cetus passes make use of these capabilities, they are key for the Symbolic Range Analysis Pass, described in Section 4.4.
1+2*a+4-a ⇒ 5+a  (folding)
a*(b+c) ⇒ a*b+a*c  (distribution)
(a*2)/(8*c) ⇒ a/(4*c)  (division)
(1-a)<(b+2) ⇒ (1+a+b)>0  (normalization)
a && 0 && b ⇒ 0  (short-circuit evaluation)

Fig. 1. Symbolic simplification/normalization examples.

4 Program Analysis Capabilities

Advanced program analysis capabilities are essential to Cetus; they will grow through our ongoing efforts and by incorporating passes developed by the Cetus user community. Here we are describing some basic analyses, including a data flow framework, array section analysis, symbolic range analysis, and data dependence analysis.

4.1 Data Flow Analysis

Cetus provides a template for implementing data flow analysis. A pass writer only needs to specify the kind of data flow analysis (forward/backward and all-path/any-path) and provide two methods, which compute the \texttt{Gen} set and \texttt{Killed} set depending on a specific data flow problem.

Figure 2 shows how reaching definition analysis is implemented in Cetus, using a worklist algorithm. In the figure, both \texttt{is\_forward} and \texttt{is\_allpath} are set to \texttt{true} because reaching definition problem is a forward allpath problem. The first node is added in the worklist \texttt{work} and the while-loop is executed. Inside the while-loop, a node is chosen from the sorted control flow graph to visit. Based on the value of the \texttt{is\_forward} and \texttt{is\_allpath} variables, \texttt{computeDataFlowEquation()} will solve one of the four dataflow equations described in Table 1. \texttt{computeDataFlowEquation()} computes the \texttt{In} and \texttt{Out} sets for that given node. \texttt{Out} set is monitored to determine if any node has to be added to the worklist. When the worklist \texttt{work} is empty, the loop terminates.

4.2 Array Section Analysis

Array sections describe the set of array elements that are accessed by program statements. Array section analysis enables the Cetus passes to deal with sub-
public class reachingDefinition extends DataFlowPass {
    public ControlFlowGraph cfg;
    public reachingDefinition(Traversable root) {
        super(root);
        cfg = new ControlFlowGraph(root);
    }
    public void solveReachingDefinition() {
        Traversable cur_node;
        boolean is_forward = true; /* true: forward, false: backward */
        boolean is_allpath = true; /* true: allpath, false: anypath */
        HashSet<Traversable> In;
        HashSet<Traversable> Out;
        /* sort cfg in reverse post-order for forward, post-order for backward */
        cfg.sort(is_forward);
        work.enqueue(cfg.getFirst());
        while(!work.isEmpty()) {
            cur_node = work.dequeue();
            computeDataFlowEquation(cur_node, In, Out, is_forward, is_allpath);
            if(Out has changed) {
                work.enqueue(cur_node.getSuccessors());
            }
        }
    }
    public HashSet getGenSet(Traversable t) { /* Pass-writer-defined Gen function */ }
    public HashSet getKilledSet(Traversable t) { /* Pass-writer-defined Killed function */ }
}

Fig. 2. An example reaching definition dataflow algorithm implemented in Cetus

arrays. This capability increases the accuracy of analysis passes and enhances the efficiency of the transformation passes, compared to a name-based array analysis.

Cetus' array section analysis pass performs a conservative use/def analysis of array variables for a given Traversable input program. Before array section analysis is applied to a loop, all array subscript expressions are simplified. Array section analysis then collects and merges the obtained range information of array accesses to find the may-use and may-def set of array variables, where array variables are expressed in terms of array sections. Figure 3 shows the result of array section analysis for an example loop.

c = 2;
N = 100;
#pragma cetus useset(A[0:100][0:100]) defset(B[1:99][1:99])
for (i=1; i<N; i++) {
    for (j=1; j<N; j++) {
    }
}
4.3 Data Dependence Analysis

The Cetus data dependence analysis framework gathers dependence information for array accesses within loop nests and creates a data dependence graph. The framework comprises a Data Dependence Test (DDT) Driver that acts as a wrapper around conventional array subscript dependence tests, such as the Banerjee test and the GCD test.

Information Collection and Storage The driver iterates over all the loops in the High-level Intermediate Representation (HIR) and identifies eligible loops. Currently, we define eligible loops as perfect loop nests and loops in the form for(i=0;i<n;i++), where n is a known integer value. Loop information (loop bounds, loop step and enclosing loops) and array access-related information (array references, enclosing loops and parent statements) is collected in hashmap data structures and forwarded as input to the dependence test interface described below.

Running The Dependence Tests The data dependence test tries to disprove dependence between a pair of array accesses and, if unable to do so, it returns a dependence vector representing the directions of dependence in each dimension of the iteration space spanned by the enclosing loop nest. Our implementation of the dependence test is based on the general algorithm given in Section 3.6 of [8]. The algorithm encompasses the testing of array accesses with multiple subscripts. Affine subscripts are first split into partitions, followed by a sequence of independent subscript tests in each of the partitions. The result of each subscript test is a dependence vector associated with the subscript pair. At the end, the dependence vectors from all independent subscript tests are merged together in a single dependence vector. Currently, Cetus includes two subscript tests: the Banerjee test, as described in [8, 9] and the GCD test. Our data dependence framework permits easy expansion to other subscript tests, such as the Omega test [10] and the Range test [11].

DD Graph Interface Our implementation of the driver builds an edge-based data dependence graph for every loop nest based on the information returned by the dependence tests. The Graph module is designed to provide interface functions to easily query dependence information such as source, sink, and direction vectors pertaining to specific array accesses. The interface is currently under development, and we expect it to form a high-level interface that compiler pass writers would eventually use while incorporating dependence analysis into transformation and analysis passes.

4.4 Range Analysis

The goal of Range Analysis is to collect, at each program statement, a map from integer-typed scalar variables to their symbolic value ranges, represented by a
symbolic lower bound and an upper bound. In other words, a symbolic value range expresses the relationship between the variables that appear in the range. We use a similar approach as in Symbolic Range Propagation [12], with necessary adjustment for the C language, to compute the set of value ranges before each statement. The set of value ranges at each statement can be used in several ways. Pass writers can directly query the symbolic bound of a variable or can compare two symbolic expressions using the constraints given by the set of value ranges.

The high-level algorithm does fix-point iteration in two phases when propagating the value ranges throughout the program. The first phase applies widening operations at nodes that have incoming back edges to guarantee the termination of the algorithm. The second phase compensates the loss of information due to the widening operations by applying narrowing operation to the node on which widening has occurred. During the fix-point iteration, the value ranges are merged at nodes that have multiple predecessors, and outgoing value ranges are computed by symbolically executing the statement. Two typical types of program semantics that cause such changes of value ranges are constraints from conditional expressions and assignments to variables.

5 Basic Parallelizing Transformation Passes

We briefly describe the algorithms used in the current Cetus implementation for the basic three parallelizing transformation techniques: privatization, reduction variable recognition, and induction variable substitution. These are the techniques found most important in automatic parallelizing compilers [13]. The parallelization transformation algorithms described in this section can be further enhanced by the advanced analysis techniques, including inter-procedural analysis and alias analysis, which we will implement as future work.

5.1 Privatization

The high-level algorithm in Figure 4 describes the process of detecting privatizable variables, both scalars and array sections, in a loop. The set operations that appear in the algorithm are performed on the array sections if the variable is an array. We use the power of symbolic analysis techniques in Cetus to make the symbolic section operation possible. For example, \([1 : m] \cap [1 : n]\) results in \([1 : n]\) if the expression comparison tool with the value range set can decide \(n \leq m\).

The algorithm traverses a loop nest from the innermost to the outermost loop. At each level, it first collects definitions (write references) and uses (read references) in the loop body. Uses that are covered by prior definitions create privatizable variables (or array sections) for the current loop. The other uses are upward exposed, creating read references seen in the outer loop. Second, the algorithm aggregates all these array sections over the loop iteration space, creating the array sections that are private, written and upward exposed for the
procedure Privatization(L)
  Input : Loop L
  Output : DEF[L], UEU[L], PRI[L]
  // DEF: Defined set, USE: Used set
  // UEU: Upward-exposed USE, PRI: Private variables
  // KILL: Killed set due to modified variables in the section representation
  foreach direct inner loop l in L
    (DEF[l], USE[l]) = Privatization(l)
    // Create a CFG of the loop body with collapsed inner loops
    G(N, E) = BuildCFG(L)
    // Compute must defined set DEF for each node
    Iteratively solve data flow equation DEF for node n ∈ N.
    DEF_{in}[n] = \bigcap\{DEF_{out}[p], p ∈ Predecessors of n\}
    DEF_{out}[n] = (DEF_{in}[n] - KILL[n]) ∪ DEF[n]
    DEF[L] = DEF_{out}[L_{exit}]  // L_{exit} is the exit node of L
    UEU[L] = {}  // Collect defined scalars and arrays with loop-invariant sections
    PRI[L] = CollectCandidates(L)
  foreach node n ∈ N
    UEU[L] = UEU[L] ∪ (USE[n] - DEF_{in}[n])
  foreach variable v ∈ UEU[L]
    PRI[L] = PRI[L] - {v}
    // Aggregate with respect to the iteration space
    DEF[L] = AggregateDEF(DEF[L])
    UEU[L] = AggregateUSE(UEU[L])
  return (DEF[L], UEU[L])
end

Fig. 4. Privatization Algorithm. This is a simplified version of the original algorithm in [14]

entire loop. The aggregation for the written sections (DEF) computes the must-defined regular sections of the arrays over the entire loop iterations while the aggregation of upward-exposed sections (UEU) requires only the conservative value ranges of the sections (may-used sections). This algorithm is a slightly simpler version of the one described in [14].

5.2 Reduction Variable Recognition

We implemented the algorithm described in [15]. Essentially, for additive reductions, the algorithm recognizes statements of the form \( x = x + \text{expr} \), where expr is typically a real-valued, loop-variant expression. The reduction variable x can be a scalar or an array expression. One or several reduction statements may appear in a loop, however x must not appear in any non-reduction statement. The algorithm is shown in Section 5.
procedure Reduction(L)
    Input : Loop L
    Side-effect : it creates reduction annotations into the IR

    // lhse and rhse are left-hand and right-hand side expression of stmt, respectively
    // findREF finds all references (name-only analysis) in a given expression or statement
    // "," is a symbolic manipulation operator
    // expr1.contains(expr2) returns true if expr2 exists in expr1

    REDUCTION = {}, REF = {}
    foreach stmt in L
        criterion1 = false
        if (stmt is Loop)
            call Reduction(stmt) // recursive call
        else if (stmt is AssignmentStatement)
            expr = rhse-lhse
            if ( !expr.contains(lhse.basename) )
                criterion1 = true
                REDUCTION = REDUCTION ∪ lhse
                REF = REF ∪ findREF(expr)
        if ( !criterion1)
            REF = REF ∪ findREF(stmt)

    // Scalar reductions are scalar expressions (i.e., scalar variables) or arrays with
    // loop-invariant subscripts. Arrays with loop-variant subscripts are array reductions
    foreach expr in REDUCTION
        if ( !REF.contains(expr.basename) )
            if ( expr is ArrayAccess AND expr.subscript is loop-invariant )
                CreateAnnotation(sum-reduction, ARRAY, expr)
            else
                CreateAnnotation(sum-reduction, SCALAR, expr)

Fig. 5. The above pseudo code describes an algorithm to recognize both scalar and array additive reduction variables in a loop.

5.3 Induction Variable Substitution

Figure 6 shows the induction variable recognition and substitution algorithm being developed in Cetus. The algorithm is applied to each loop nest, where it traverses three types of statements: (I) induction statements of the form iv = iv + exp, where exp is either loop-invariant or another induction variable, (U) statements using the induction variable iv, and (L) inner loops using iv or containing induction statements for iv. The recognition of induction statements is
procedure Main
  \textit{inc} = \text{FindIncrement}(L_0) \quad \text{// } L_0 \text{ is the outermost loop of the nest}
  \text{Replace}(L_0, iv)
  \text{InsertStatement}\left(iv = inc\right) \quad \text{// } \text{Omit this statement if } iv \text{ is not live-out}
end

procedure FindIncrement(L)
  \text{// Find the increments incurred by } iv \text{ relative to the beginning of loop } L
  \text{// - } inc_{after}[s] \text{ is the increment from beginning of loop body to statement } s
  \text{// - } inc_{into\_loop}[L] \text{ is the increment from beginning of } L \text{ to beginning of } j^{th}\text{ iteration}
  \text{// - the subroutine returns the total increment added by } L
  inc = 0
  \text{foreach } si \text{ of type } I, L
    \text{if } si \text{ is type of } L
      inc += \text{FindIncrement}(si)
    \text{else}
      inc += \text{exp}
      inc_{after}[si] = inc
      inc_{into\_loop}[L] = \sum_{j=1}^{k} inc \quad \text{// } inc \text{ may depend on } j
    \text{return } \sum_{i=1}^{k} inc
end

procedure Replace(L, initialval)
  \text{// Substitute } v \text{ with the closed-form expression}
  \text{foreach } si \text{ of type } I, L, U
    \text{if } si \text{ is type of } L
      \text{Replace}(si, val)
    \text{if } si \text{ is type of } L, I
      val = initialval + inc_{into\_loop}[L] + inc_{after}[si]
    \text{if } si \text{ is type of } U
      \text{Substitute}(si, expr, iv, val)
end

\textbf{Fig. 6.} Induction Variable Substitution Algorithm. The algorithm handles generalized induction variables, as per [15]

\text{similar to the recognition of reduction statements in Section 5.2. The algorithms handle generalized induction variables, where the increment } exp \text{ can either be a loop-invariant expression or a linear expression that depends on another induction variable (with no cyclic relationships being allowed). For the latter case (i.e., coupled induction variables), the algorithm is successively applied to all induction variables, beginning with the one with no such dependences.}
6 Application Passes

6.1 OpenMP-to-GPU: Automatic translation and compiler-driven optimizations

Hardware accelerators, such as GPUs, have emerged as powerful parallel platforms for high-performance computing. While a GPU provides an inexpensive, highly parallel system to application developers, its programming complexity poses a significant challenge for developers. Even though the CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) programming model [16], recently introduced by NVIDIA, offers a more user-friendly programming model General-Purpose computation on GPUs (GPGPU), programming GPGPUs is still complex and error-prone. In this project, we have developed an automatic OpenMP to CUDA GPU translator and optimization techniques. OpenMP is a well-established programming model for shared memory parallel computers. Due to the similarity between the OpenMP and CUDA programming models, we were able to convert the OpenMP parallelism, especially the loop-level parallelism, into the forms that best express parallelism in the CUDA programming model. However, there are architectural differences between traditional shared-memory machines, served by OpenMP, and the stream architecture adopted by most GPGPUs, which may lead to the differences in optimization strategies. To address these issues, we have implemented several transformation techniques to optimize the performance of translated CUDA programs. Preliminary results in Figure 7 show that simple compiler transformation techniques, such as loop interchange and loop coalescing, can boost the performance of translated GPU programs. In case of SPMUL kernel translation (Figure 7 (a)), the base translation without any optimizations (Base) gives reasonable speedups, even though SPMUL is an irregular application. However, after applying basic optimizations (BO), such as exploiting registers or shared memory for frequently-accessed global data, and loop coalescing transformation (LC), the performance dramatically increases. In the JACOBI case, naive translation (Base) degrades performance severely. However, simple loop interchange transformation can cure this problem (Loop Int).

6.2 ATune: Compiler-Driven Adaptive Execution

The goal of this project is to develop compilers and runtime systems for dynamically adaptive applications. In previous work, we have created a system for dynamic adaptation of computational applications by tuning compiler options [17]. The current study investigates new methods to enable dynamic, adaptive optimization and tuning in diverse architectures, with emphasis on distributed irregular applications. For irregular applications, such as sparse matrix-vector (SpMV) multiplication kernels, static performance optimizations are difficult because memory access patterns may be known only at runtime. On distributed parallel applications, load balancing and communication cost reduction are two key issues. To address these issues, we have implemented a compiler-driven adaptive load-mapping and communication-algorithm-selection system. Our tuning
system targets MPI-based distributed irregular applications, where the Cetus compiler inserts various algorithmic alternatives for given MPI collective communication calls, and generates necessary codes for adaptive iteration-to-process mapping. Actual tuning is conducted at runtime with the help of a Cetus-generated tuning driver.

Figure 8 shows the performance improvements of our adaptive runtime tuning system. We applied our techniques to distributed SpMV multiplication kernels (SPMUL). Experiments on 26 real sparse matrices in the UF Sparse Matrix Collection [18] show that our adaptive tuning system (Tuned) reduces execution times up to 66.7% (33.3% on average) on 16 nodes. More detailed information can be found in [19].
7 Conclusions

Cetus has grown from a simple, student-designed source-to-source translator into a robust systems that is now supported by the National Science Foundation as a community infrastructure. We have presented the current status in terms of the existing internal organization, analysis and transformation passes, and several applications. Cetus is ready for use by the user community. Via the Compunity Portal at http://cetus.ecn.purdue.edu we are able to respond to user requests and incorporate community-developed modules. Through these mechanisms, we expect Cetus to become a research infrastructure that is widely applicable to source-level optimizations and transformations for both multicore and large-scale parallel programs.
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